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helped a man in Northfield, Minnesota, disperse a
wood stash he inherited and stored for more than
twenty years. My suggestion
was to contact local schools,
and as a result he did well in
connecting with his
community. The wood will
be distributed to turners in
Northfield, including the Art Guild Gallery and Carlton
College. Madrone Bowl Time-Lapse by Alex Olson (TRT
2:38)

Seven Scouts Make Seven Pens
In February, AAW member, Michael Roper, Evergreen,
Colorado, taught Girl Scouts to turn pens so they could
earn their Woodworking badges. Most of the Scouts
had never used power tools and were nervous about
their visit to the woodworking space. Michael's
daughter, Rose, who has been turning since she was
about six, and his friend, Josh, were teacher assistants.
In just two hours, seven girls
successfully crafted seven
pens. Michael says the most
rewarding part of the session
was seeing the Scouts
transition from young girls
who were afraid of machinery
to confident new turners who
were making plans for their next woodturning
projects.
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Meeting called to order: Thursday, June 7, 2018,
6:15pm.
Tonight’s visitors - We have 4 visitors tonight.
Vice President Report: Jim Felton - Club Dues (Click
Here) for 2018 are due and continue to trickle in. The
club has 99 paid up members. Last year we had 105
paid members, we are getting there. If you have paid

Jimmy Clewes will Instruct a
Hands-On Class, “Tri-Corner Bowl
with Lid” All Day August 9.
your 2018 dues, your name badge is in the box. Your
membership card is in the back of your nametag and is
good for member discounts at local woodworking
stores.
Treasurer Report: Todd Sheaman - We have $1,966.72
in Checking and $6,347.06 in our Savings accounts.
The club is looking good financially, thanks for paying
your dues. Reminder, we have EOG funds, get your
Educational Opportunity Grant applications in today!
See
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Christian Brisepierre
Christian lives in Las
Vegas, Nevada where he is the
owner of Woodworkers
Emporium. Tonight he is
demonstrating a turning
procedure believed to be
invented in the middle ages by
Leonardo Da Vinci, the oval lathe. Christian is using an
attachment made by Vicmarc, the V00870 VOD Oval
Turning attachment, to convert our Powermatic 3520
into an oval lathe. Turning oval pieces by hand can add
another dimension to your turning and create many
interesting pieces. Great
care needs to be taken
when turning oval objects
because they are out of
round and out of balance.
Work slowly, methodically
and very cautiously.
Attach a faceplate ring centered on the bowl
side of the turning blank. The blank needs to be a little
larger than the long axis of the oval. Grasp the

Contents

faceplate ring in a scroll chuck mounted on the
Vicmarc Oval Device (VOD). The grain needs to be
oriented in the vertical direction and then mark the
work piece’s orientation to the VOD. Adjust a special
“table” tool rest so a pencil’s tip is at the spindle’s
centerline also known as the “Central Plane” and
scribe the outline of the oval. Unmount the work piece
and cut the line on the band saw. Remount the work

piece exactly how it was in relation to the chuck and
scribe a new line with the pencil around the edge to
verify the alignment is correct. Readjust the “table”
tool rest so a scraper chisel is going to cut on the
“Central Plane.” (A captured hollowing rig maybe used
in place of the tool rest table for added stability.) Any
shape scrapper that is flat on top or ground on both
sides like a negative rake scraper can be used. Be
careful with the negative rake scraper when cleaning
up the bottom, because a catch can develop. As the
oval rotates there is a time when the wood wants to
lift the tool off the rest, this will result in a catch. It is
recommended for turners starting into this specialized
form of turning to stick with scrapers, then as your
skills develop, you may wish to graduate to a bowl
gouge.
Another important consideration before
starting a cut is the grind angle of the scraper. The tool
cannot “ride the bevel” as taught in round turning
because the angle of relief changes through the oval’s
rotation. Only the cutting edge must contact the
wood. If the bevel hits the wood, the chisel will be
pushed away with a distinct bump resulting in
compressed wood fibers. Move the tool rest often to
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comfortable RPM with a minimum of vibration. The
VOD has special counter weights that need to be
adjusted according to the axis ratios of the turning.
(Please read and understand the User Manual for
making these adjustments.)
The outside shape can now be cut to remove
the band saw marks making very light cuts with a
properly ground scraper. Continue to refine the
outside shape as desired and remember to move the
tool rest table often to maintain maximum support of
the tool. Once the outside is satisfactory, the bottom
can be cut for a foot and a dovetail recess to be held in
expansion mode on a scroll chuck. A wide scraper is
needed to bridge the bottom’s center because the
work piece is not really rotating but moving back and
forth on the central plane. The outside shape can be

maintain maximum support and make very light cuts.
The tool should have a very long handle held under
the forearm for added stability. Whenever another
tool is selected the tool rest must be readjusted so the
cutting edge is brought back to the central plane. A
piece of plexi-glass with lines scribed on it is a good
layout tool for assuring proper alignment of each
cutting tool.
Before turning on the lathe make sure all the
VOD adjustment bolts and belts are tight, the proper
guards are in place, the work piece is secure and the
work area is clear. Rotate the work piece one
complete rotation by hand to make sure everything
clears. Turn the lathe speed all the way down, engage
the power and slowly turn up the speed to a

sanded with a power sander if it is held on the central
plane with satisfactory results. It will bounce a bit so
go nice and easy then we can reverse mount the piece
and hollow the inside.
A special oval shaped jaw to fit the recess of
the oval foot can be made of one-inch thick High
Density Poly-Ethylene (HDPE) to hold the work in the

Oval pieces may represent
the pinnacle
of a turner’s skills.
scroll chuck. Cut a round piece with a diameter a little
bigger than the long axis of the foot, drill and counter
bore holes that will mate with the scroll chuck and cut
it into quarters. Screw each quarter to the scroll chuck
and mount the scroll chuck on the VOD. Begin shaping
a dovetail to mate to the foot of the work piece. It is
best to keep close tolerances so the jaws don’t have
to expand very much to gain a strong purchase on the
work piece. Check the fit often. Grip the work piece by

Contents
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pushing the base of the bowl in tight and jiggle the
work piece a little, expand the jaws, jiggle, expand
until it is secure without any play at all. Remove the
scroll chuck from the VOD and mount it on another
turning lathe to remove most of the material from the
bowls interior. The wall thickness can get pretty close
to the desired thickness on the short axis.
Remount the scroll chuck on the VOD in the
same orientation it was before it was removed. If
someone inadvertently rotated the lathe while you
were away the alignment maybe off. Use the pencil to
trace a line around the outside to double check the
alignment. The inside of the bowl’s long axis can now
be cut using a round nosed scraper. Remember to
adjust the cutting edge back into the Central Plane.
Take the time to make light clean cuts as the piece is
nearly complete. Finish sand the surface to at least
220 grit sandpaper and begin applying your favorite
finish.

However, with the development of cheaper ways to
make frames out of paper, plaster, plastics and with
changes in interior decorating tastes and oval plastic
bowls and plates the professional oval turner could
not compete and thus faded away. Renewed interest
may come back with the introduction of the Vicmarc
VOD as artists can create hand turned oval bowls,
boxes, hollow forms and picture frames. There are
many design possibilities. A vase can be oval at the
bottom finishing into a round neck for example. Oval
turning opens a whole other world of creativity. Please
remember to be safe, read and study the manual for
this marvelous machine before getting started.
Some Links:
History of Oval Turning
http://aawcontentsource.org/aaw_cs1_pdf/AW0404p
29-29.pdf
Oval Turning Techniques
http://aawcontentsource.org/aaw_cs1_pdf/AW0502p
26-28.pdf
Johannes Volmer http://www.volmer--ovaldrehen.de/Ovalturning2A.pdf

It helps to keep vibration down if the work
piece is light and mounted as close as possible to the
VOD’s spindle. A consideration maybe not to use the
scroll chuck but a faceplate and glue blocks especially
if the work piece is a heavy and dense piece of wood.
Hollow forms can be turned with the aid of a single
support wheel pressing against the outside on the
central plane. The hollowing would be done on the
inside just opposite the wheel.
Oval turning seems to have peeked in the
early 1900’s with the demand for oval frames as
portrait photography was becoming very popular.
Contents
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Thanks for paying your club dues so the club is able to
provide wonderful demonstrators and classes for
members.
Secretary: Michael Mroz - The AAW has the
Symposium Guide available for all to read and we can
participate in the Live Online Auction. The AAW is
starting two new programs, an online Directory for
Demonstrators (AAW Demonstrate Direct), a
Demonstrator Development website for improving our
demonstrator skills and remember to vote for the
AAW Board of Directors.
Old Business:
1.) Clean-up is getting better. Thanks everyone for
your cooperation!
2.) “Toys for Tots” - Bob
Franklin has contacted the
Larimer County Sheriff’s office
about donating our toys. Keep
making tops, wands, Kururin,
yoyos but remember to keep
the finishes kid safe. The Blue
Toy Tote continues to fill with
tops, wands and other toys.
3.) Gordon DeKrey is continuing to direct the Beads of
Courage Bowl program BOC). Children’s Hospital
Colorado prefers getting 10 to 15 bowls at a time
rather than the 50 we usually send them. Storage
becomes a problem for Gordon and the hospital. The
hospital will contact Gordon when they are ready to
receive more bowls. An email notice will be sent out to
all club members when it is time to bring bowls to a
club meeting.
4.) Symposium - Sept. 14 - 16, 2018 Allen has
registration forms printed take a couple and pass them
along to your friends. Please help spread the word.
Camille is just about finished with the rotation
schedule, check the website for the latest information.
If your funds are lacking please remember there is
EOG funds available to help cover the attendance fee.
The Symposium’s website is up and functioning with
all the latest information, take a look. We are having
good responses from vendors. It is going to be a great
show this year, don’t miss it! It takes a lot of people to
make the show a success, if you would like to help,
please get a hold of Allen. The large trailer needs some
TLC if anyone is willing to help, please talk with Allen.
5.) We are in the process of planning the summer
picnic. We have a volunteer Chris Van Looerkum that
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would like to host the picnic at his property near
Carpenter Road and Highway 287. Look for this event
to happen the 14 or 28 of July.
6.) Newsletter - Michael would like to thank everyone
for their input on the newsletter. Your comments help
make the publication better.
Thanks John for the great
pictures this month. You can
help improve the newsletter
by submitting photos,
articles, meeting notes or
anything you think would
interest other club
members. Thanks!
New Business
1.) The July RMWT Club meeting is moved to July 12
from the original date of July 5.
2.) Wood Bank - John Giem would like to have more
wood brought the storage lot in his yard. If you see a
tree being harvested, ask for the wood then call John
before bringing it to the bank.
3.) Wayne is often asked about teaching children
between 12 and 16 years
old in the Woodcraft
classroom but his Liability
Insurance will not allow it.
He is wondering if the
RMWT Club would be able
to hold a class once a
month or quarter for

Contents

interested students in this age group. The BOD will
begin researching the possibility at our next meeting.
4.) Wayne says the Colorado Springs Woodcraft store
is open and is a wonderful facility. The new location is
Market Center Plaza, 4438 Austin Bluffs Parkway,
Colorado Springs. The classroom is very large, there is
plenty of wood on display and all the tools you dream
of for purchase. Bring the wife along because there is
a quilting shop right next door. Stop by if you are in
the Springs and check it out, you will be glad you did.
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Thursday, May 17, 2018
The Pen Turners Club meets 2 weeks after the regular
Rocky Mountain WoodTurner’s Club meeting. The next
meeting will be Thursday, May 17, 6:15 pm at the
Woodcraft of Loveland Store. Come join us!
I was unable to attend the May meeting. This
article is from April.
Our service project for the “Honor Flight” the
first week of September is still a goal. Pen kits will be
ordered and the maker will donate the pen blank
bodies using materials of their choice. One hundred
and thirty pens are needed by the end of August. July’s
meeting we will be making pens. The pens will most
likely be SlimLine but Wall Street is easier to hold.
Allen and the symposium committee would
like to have the pen making area set up for the 2018
RMWT Symposium as we had done last year. We will
be needing volunteers to help. Thanks.

The pen blank swap went very well. Some
members brought in extra blanks so everyone was
able to participate. Let’s go by last name in reverse
order. If your last name starts with “Z” come up and
choose. Actually Howard Willich was first to choose
and found a Canary Wood pen blank interesting.
Peter Lederer will demonstrate his techniques
for working with antlers tonight. Harry will be out of
town for the June meeting but we will have an
interesting demo I assure you. The July meeting will be
making pens for the Honor Flight Service Project, get
your blanks ready. August’s meeting will involve
iridescent paint.
Ideas for upcoming demonstrations are
always welcome. Demonstrations can be about any
small scale turnings like bottle stoppers, Christmas
ornaments, spindles, miniature birdhouses or toys,
techniques and materials are also very interesting
topics. Other ideas include embellishing with wood
burning, finishing, jewelry from hockey pucks and
photography. Keep your ideas coming and if you
would like to demonstrate please talk with Harry.
Antler material for pens is found in pet stores
as dog chews, however these antler pieces can be

hard to turn because they are dried out and brittle.
These smaller pieces do make nice pen blanks when
you drill the barrel hole off center preserving the bark
to one side. It is best to choose a piece long enough to
match the bark the length of the pen. Use thin
Cyanoacrylate Glue (CA) to firm up the interior of the
antler to prepare it for drilling the hole for the brass
tube. The ends of the tube can be plugged with potato
to keep the CA glue from getting inside the tube
saving the trouble of cleaning out the glue later.

Square up the ends on a disk sander then install the
blanks on a mandrel and turn to shape.
The interior of the antler is porous and soft.
Peter recommends turning off some material with
very light cuts using a round nose scraper. Keep a dust
mask on, do not breath the dust into your lungs. Soak
the antler with some thin CA glue to help hold the
porous interior together. Remember to have plenty of
ventilation and a volatile organic compound mask
(VOC) when using the CA glue. Take the blanks off the
mandrel and insert a stick through the barrel and allow
to thoroughly dry on an up turned shoebox lid. Several
blanks can be worked up at the same time, so as one
set is on the lathe the others can be drying. Keep the
dust and chips for filling in cracks and chips. As the
blanks, approach the final shape and size do not apply

any more CA glue. Some porosity is needed for the
inks to color the antler.
Antler is like any other bone without the
bark it can be rather bland. To make a more
interesting pen body Peter adds color with
Prismacolor pens. Sand the antler blank to at least
220 grit sandpaper and begin applying color
lengthwise to the blank. Adjust the saturation with
more sanding or apply multiple colors. Once satisfied
with the blank finish it with CA glue as described in
last month’s demonstration by Clarence.
Harry would like to encourage all pen
makers to donate a pen to a Veteran you meet when
you are out in public places. Strike up a simple
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conversation; ask him where and when he served,
thank him for his service and give him a pen you
made. Harry carries around a small valise full of pens
wherever he goes and has met many wonderful Vets
over the years. Do not forget there are women
veterans, too.

Woodturning Fundamentals
Stuart Batty
th

4 & 5th June 2018
Learn to Cut without Torn
Grain

There are 3 places left in this class.
Cindy Drozda who is world
renowned and one of the very best
turners in the world is also
attending this class. Cindy has
taken this class several times
before over the past decade. Cindy is already at the
highest level of woodturning possible and takes this
class to get better understanding of how the wood
wants to be cut. Cindy always asks great questions and
will make this particular class very interesting.
Class Starts at 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM ($390 all wood
included)
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Contact email:
Contact cell:
Class Location:

stuartpeterbatty@gmail.com
213 453 2423
Rockler Store, Colorado Blvd,
Denver
My class is based on improving the
understanding and application of the most effective
way to cut wood on a lathe. It is for every level of
woodturner from a novice to professional woodturner.
There are six fundamental cuts in
woodturning, almost identical for both spindle and
bowl turning. The style of woodturning that is taught
in this class is hundreds of years old and based on the
European style of push cut. However, it has been
simplified to work with less tools and simple grinds.
Absolutely everyone who takes the class
learns to cut the wood with zero torn grain and with
very little physical effort. Almost any cut can be
performed with 2 lbs. of pressure or less. Even
roughing down a large rough-cut bowl can be done
with almost no effort when utilizing the taught skills.
Students leave the Woodturning Fundamentals class
with a clear understanding of how each technique
works and can be applied.
Every cut is broken down into comprehensive
steps, so that anyone can learn and perfect these cuts.
Each of the six cuts is practiced in a variety of both
spindle and bowl turning shapes. Students learn to
free hand grind, which is quicker and more accurate
than jig grinding.
I will also be teaching my Negative Rake
Scraping technique in the class, as a support technique
to the push cut.
Each student turns approximately 8 to 12
pieces of wood every day. That means lots of practice
and students are guaranteed to improve their skills.
This class has been taught for over 37 years to
over 5000 woodturners including many famous
professional turners.
The tools we use in the class are as follows;
Spindle Gouge – 3/8” is best but bring any you have
Bowl Gouges – 3/8” & up
Parting Tool – any size
Beading and Parting Tool – this is a 3/8” square chisel
(1⁄4” square also works)
Roughing Gouge – Any size
Skew Chisel – any size
I will have lots of spare tools so if you don’t
have some or any of the above you can use the class
tools.

Contents
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Board of Directors meet the Fourth Monday of the Month,
6:00 pm at - Potbelly Sandwich Shop, 3541 E. Harmony
Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80528 The Board did not meet in
May due to the Memorial Day holiday.

Welcome all attendees; President - Ron Thompson,
Vice President - Jim Felton, Secretary - Michael Mroz,
Treasurer - Todd Sheaman; Allen Jensen, Doug
Schneiter and Harry Farmer .
Call to Order: April 23, 2018, 6:05 pm.
Officer Reports:
Vice President- Jim Felton 88 Paid up Members.
Secretary - Business card are available to share with
people you meet that would like to learn about
woodturning. Letterhead to have names added across
top. Duty calendars are in the Google OneDrive Acct.
Treasurer - All monies are accounted for using
QuickBooks. Financially the
club is doing fine. Thanks for
paying your Dues. There is
EOG funds available for
improving your turning skills,
apply today.
New Business:
1.) Jim submitted the
“Standing Rules - Duties of
Officers” to the board that
Pam organized and drafted. Officer’s duties to
accepted as written. -MSP
2.) Treasurer to open a new bank account containing
Educational Opportunity Grant (EOG) funds only. Todd
is doing an excellent job keeping the books but
accounting would be simpler if
funds are kept separate.
3.) It is important and required
that any projects needing
special materials whether
purchased or donated be done
through the RMWT Club Board
of Directors and funds for these
projects be paid for by the Club’s Treasurer.
Old Business
1.) The storage unit is empty except for the display
case Clarence donated to the club. The board will
decide what to do with the case after checking with
Clarence.
2.) Hoyle Curtis is working on the application for our
Non-Profit filing with the IRS.
Contents

3.) The club’s By-Laws need to add the Pen Turners
Group by having the president appoint a “Committee
Chairperson” for the Pen Turners Group.
4.) Club Picnic - Chris Van Workel would like to host
the picnic at his
property near Carpenter
Rd and Hwy 287. He has
wood-fired pizza ovens
and can accommodate
50 people easily. There
are questions about
parking, restrooms,
tables and bad weather.
Try to reserve Eldora
Park for June 23 and talk with Chris.
Committee Reports:
1.) Pen Group, Harry Farmer - The Honor Flight Service
Project for the October 2108 trip is getting organized.
We would like to purchase pen kits from Woodcraft
and club members will donate pen blank bodies.
There were 22 members present to see Dr. Peter
Lederer demonstration on working with and coloring
Antlers.
2.) Symposium, Allen Work continues getting
the paper registrations
printed, documenting
contacts and various
committee duties and the
timeline schedules
organized. Hoyle
forwarded the club’s
inventory to Allen and
Camille is doing an
awesome job on the
schedule and
accommodations for the presenters. Cindy is
contacting and is getting very positive feedback from
vendors. It seems everything is coming together to
make this a very successful symposium.
Meeting Adjourned, 7:25 pm
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Thursday, August 9, 2018

Jimmy Clewes

Thursday, July 5, 2018

Dan Swaim
Segmented Turning: Efficiency and Safety Dan Swaim is a retired mechanical engineer residing in
Fort Collins, CO. A wood worker for forty years, he has
been a turner for about four years. He is a member of
the Rocky Mountain Wood Turners.
Segmented wood turning offers great
flexibility in design
and wood usage,
but has some
inherent risks and
is often thought to
be too timeconsuming for the casual turner. With a focus on
safety, this demonstration covers various efficiencies
through design, cutting and gluing, mounting and
turning processes that streamline the various tasks. A
focus on grain selection provides insight on how to bet
"a better bowl" both in construction and appearance.

Jimmy is not
your ordinary woodturner. Upon
a first meeting, one would think of
him as a renegade, a free thinker
and not within the stereotypical
image of a woodturner. His
charming British style, unending
wit, creative mind and magnetic
personality are only some of the
attributes that make him popular in the woodturning
demonstration circuit.
Jimmy is on the Register of Professional
Woodturners in the United Kingdom and a member of
the American Association of Woodturners. He has over
22 years of experience in woodturning and
woodworking. The demand for his services as a
freelance demonstrator and teacher takes him all over
the world including his homeland of the United
Kingdom, Europe, Canada, Norway, Finland, New
Zealand, Belgium and Australia.

RMWT Mentor Directory
RMWT Club has mentors available for those who
would like to meet, discuss and practice woodturning
techniques. All aspects of woodturning are
represented. If you would like help mastering a skill;
Please contact a mentor directly from the list:
http://rmwt.org/mentor.htm

Instructor: Jimmy Clewes
Location: Woodcraft of Loveland
Date: Thursday, August 9, 2018,
10 am - 4 pm
Cost: $175.00 (payable to Woodcraft)
Contact: camille_wall@hotmail.com

Wood Bank Guidelines
http://www.rmwt.org/articles/2013-rnwt-wood-bankguidelines.pdf

Classifieds

Tri-Corner Bowl with Lid. This
is a really interesting turning,
mounted corner to corner in
the lathe, you have to look
and cut to “Ghost Line” to
see the shape and form the
bowl. The lid adds a little
extra!!!

CA Glue For Sale
Harry R. Farmer
Cell: (970) 218-0297
harryrfarmer@q.com

Permanent Listing

Editor’s note: Sale ads will run for three months
unless notified to stop sooner or to continue longer.
Deadline for Classified submissions is the Sunday
before the next RMWT Meeting. Send emails to the
Newsletter Editor.

Contents
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RMWT Contact Information:

Vendor Coordinator:
Cindy Drozda
(303) 449-7170
cindy@cindydrozda.com
www.cindydrozda.com
Vendor Registration

President: Ron Thompson
(970) 224-4125
Ront2737@hotmail.com
Vice President: Jim Felton
(307) 634-9103
jpfelton@gmail.com
Treasurer: Todd Sheaman
(970) 310-0433
todd.sheaman@gmail.com

Symposium Registration Coordinators:
Jim and Pam Felton
home (307) 634-9103
jpfelton@gmail.com

Secretary & Newsletter Editor: Michael Mroz
home (970) 663-9505
mobile (970) 308-0289
michaelamroz@hotmail.com

Symposium Demonstrators:
Mike Mahoney
Dale Larson
Jason Breach
Sally Ault
Merryll Saylan

Program Director: Camille Wall
(303) 543-2267
camille_wall@hotmail.com

(as of April 2018)

Trent Bosch
Doug Schneiter
Michael Roper
Brian Gisi
Joe Fleming

Pen Turners Club President: Harry R. Farmer
mobile (970) 218-0297
harryrfarmer@q.com
Wood Bank: John Giem
Chairman and Wood Lot Manager
mobile (970) 227-6618
jgiem@comcast.net

10% RMWT Member Discounts:
(with some exceptions)

Wood Lot Collection: (8am Day of Club Meeting)
Jerry Sherman Cell (970) 631-2984 home (970) 484-2619
Ray Mees Cell (201) 966-9186 jamr86@aol.com
Mike Paulson (970) 482-8162 mpaulson68@gmail.com
Webmaster: Hoyle Curtis
(970) 613-1415
Hoyle.Curtis@gmail.com

Sears-Trostel Lumber & Millwork
1500 Riverside Ave
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
(970) 482-1928
Fax (970) 482-9895

Photographer: Monty Weymouth
(970) 222-8525
montyWey@gmail.com

Woodcraft of Loveland
3718 Draft Horse Drive
Loveland, CO 80538
Phone (970) 292-5940
Fax (970) 292-5939
loveland@woodcraft.com

RMWT Symposium:
General Coordinator:
Allen Jensen
Rajconst@aol.com
work (970) 663-1868 mobile (970) 776-6452
Program Coordinator:
Camille Wall
(303) 543-2267
camille_wall@hotmail.com

Wood Emporium
618 N Garfield Ave
Loveland, CO
Phone (970) 667-5621
Fax (970) 667-5621

Rockler’s in Denver – Please present your membership
card for the discount.
Contents
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Rocky Mountain School of Woodturning operated by
Dr. Lee Carter in LaPorte, Colorado. Classes are
offered in Basics, Intermediate and Advanced
woodturning. Lee also offers private tutoring. Seven
different brands of lathes are available, tools of kinds
and the latest technologies. Call Lee Carter at (970)
221-4382 to sign up or have any of your questions
answered.
leecarterrmsw@yahoo.com

Clubs and Member’s Websites:
Rocky Mountain Wood Turners
www.rmwt.org
RMWT YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/rmwoodturners
American Assoc. of Woodturners (AAW)
www.woodturner.org
Dale Bonertz
www.roughoutbowls.com

Curt Theobald offers three-day workshops in
Segmented Woodturning in his studio in Pine Bluffs,
Wyoming.
Call Curt Theobald at: (307) 245-3310
E-mail: cwtheobald@wyoming.com
Website: www.curttheobald.com

Trent Bosch
www.trentbosch.com
Cindy Drozda
www.cindydrozda.com

John Giem, Woodturner
Custom woodworking and Individual or small group
woodworking instruction tailored to the needs of the
student. Offering both woodworking and turning on
the lathe in combination with regular power tools.
Classes are held in John's studio in Fort Collins, CO.
The studio is well equipped with a complete set of
woodworking tools. Contact John to discuss your
interests and to further your skills.
jgiem@comcast.net
Cell: (970) 227-6618

John Lynch
www.johnlynchwoodworking.com
Don Maul
www.bighornwoodart.com
Curt Theobald
www.curttheobald.com
Gary Zeff
www.sculpturalwoodturning.com

Learn From the Best…
The Rocky Mountain Woodturners Club (RMWT), is
well known around the nation because we have some
of the best national and internationally known
demonstrators and best teachers of Basic,
Intermediate, Advanced and Specialty turning right
here in our own back yard:
Trent Bosch Woodturning Workshops:
Workshops are held in Trent’s studio in Fort Collins,
Colorado. There is a maximum of four people in each
class, which allows for individualized instruction. The
cost is $500 for a 3-day intensive workshop and $650
for the 4-day class. Meals are also provided at no extra
charge. His studio is equipped with the highest quality
and latest technical equipment available. For detailed
information on workshops visit www.trentbosch.com
or contact Trent via email or phone.
Trent Bosch - Trent Bosch Studios Inc.
trent@trentbosch.com (970) 568-3299
Contents

Woodcraft has classes for beginners in
woodworking, shop safety, intro to the machines,
bowl turning, pen and pencil turning, hollow forms,
Christmas tree ornaments, tool sharpening, etc. Please
check out the classes being offered at web page:
www.woodcraft.com/stores/storeaspx?id=56
Doug Schneiter is scheduled to teach several
woodturning classes at the Woodcraft of Loveland
store in 2018, see the latest store flier for dates and
times. Doug also teaches specialized one on one
turning classes in his Loveland studio. Contact Doug
at: dougschneiter@gmail.com
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